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ABSTRACT.—One of the oldest forms of tillage in the world is the digging of

subterranean organs of wild plants for food and other purposes. Many areas were

managed for increased densities and abundances of wild plants with edible corms,

bulbs, tubers, and rhizomes. The horticultural techniques of digging, replanting,

and sparing, in conjunction with larger-scale habitat management, created

ecological effects at the species, population, community, and landscape levels.

California provides a vivid example of an area where tillage was an important

element in a comprehensive land management system that was in place for

millennia. It is hypothesized that native California tillage activities mimicked

natural disturbances with which plants coevolved, and played an ecological role

that is now vacant in many wildlands, where Native Americans can no longer

harvest and manage plants. Their land management system needs to be studied,

described, interpreted, and experimentally mimicked to better understand

indigenous disturbance regimes. It is suggested that some wildland areas would

benefit from the reintroduction of management and harvesting regimes that

authentically mimic indigenous techniques.

RESUMEN.—Una de las formas mas antiguas de labranza en el mundo fue excavar

los organos subterraneos de plantas silvestres para obtener alimento y para otros

propositos. Muchas areas fueron manejadas para incrementar la densidad y
abundancia de plantas silvestres con cormos, bulbos y tuberculos comestibles.

Las tecnicas horticolas de escarbar, replantar y dejar plantas para que proliferen,

junto con el manejo del habitat a mayor escala, crearon efectos ecologicos al nivel

de especie, poblacion, comunidad y paisaje. California ofrece un ejemplo elocuente

de un area donde la labranza fue un elemento importante en un sistema integral

de manejo del terreno que opero a lo largo de milenios. Se plantea como hipotesis

que las actividades de labranza de la poblacion indigena de California simulaban

las perturbaciones naturales con las cuales habian coevolucionado las plantas, y
que jugaban un papel ecologico ahora vacante en muchas areas naturales, donde

los indigenas ya no pueden cosechar y manejar las plantas. Sus sistemas de manejo

del terreno deben ser estudiados, descritos, interpretados y reproducidos

experimentalmente para entender mejor los regimenes indigenas de perturbation.

Se sugiere que algunas areas naturales se beneficiarian de la reintroduccion de

regimenes de manejo y cosecha que imitaran las interacciones indigenas de una

manera autentica.

RESUME.—Une des plus anciennes formes de labourage au monde consistait a

fouiller la terre pour en extraire les organes souterrains des plantes sauvages utilises

comme aliments ou a d'autres fins. Plusieurs endroits etaient geres afin
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d'augmenter en densite et en abondance les plantes sauvages qui comportaient

des rhizomes, des bulbes et des tubercules comestibles. Les techniques
d'horticulture d'extraction, d'ensemencement et de jachere associees a une gestion

de l'habitat a grande echelle a produit des effets ecologiques aux niveaux de
l'espece, de la population, de la communaute et du paysage. La Californie fournit

un exemple frappant d'un endroit ou le labourage etait un element important
dans un systeme global de gestion des terres, en place depuis des millenaries.

Nous emettons l'hypothese que les activites de labourage des Amerindiens de la

Californie mimaient les perturbations naturelles du milieu ou coevoluaient les

plantes et ont joue un role ecologique qui maintenant fait defaut a plusieurs terres

sauvages ou les autochtones d'Amerique ne peuvent desormais plus recolter et

gerer les plantes. Leur systeme de gestion des terres doit etre etudie, decrit,

interprets et mime de fagon experimentale afin de mieux comprendre les regimes
de perturbation autochtones. II est suggere que quelques endroits sauvages
pourraient beneficier d'une reintroduction des regimes de gestion et de recolte

qui mimeraient de fa^on authentique les interactions autochtones.

INTRODUCTION

The digging of underground plant parts for food is still a commonactivity in

many indigenous societies around the world. The Dena'ina of south-central Alaska,
for example, dig the edible tubers of Alaska carrots (Hedysarum alpinum) with a

moose leg bone or horn, cut off the thick end of the tuber, and then bury it to

insure that more potatoes will grow (Kari 1987:127). The Tarahumara of the moun-
tains of Chihuahua gather wild onions {Allium spp.) with a digging stick, then
release the lateral daughter bulbs to perpetuate the plant (Bye 1985). The Austra-

historically

tubers of murnong (M

1983). The Indians of the Pacific Northwest selectively harvest camas (Camassia
spp.) bulbs, leaving the smaller ones behind for future harvests (Turner and
Kuhnlein 1983:241). In California, these underground swollen stems (known as
bulbs, corms, tubers, or rhizomes) traditionally provided a very important source
of carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals, and fiber in the diet. Today, there are a small
number of harvesters in some California tribes that still gather edible bulbs and
corms, spare whole plants, and replant cormlets and bulblets to allow for future

(Anderson
term

literature

1 to these plants was "Indian potatoes" or "root-crops." In the

they are called geophytes— vascular plants that die back to

underground storage organs during periods unfavorable for growth (Rundel 1996).

Embedded within such plant-human interactions were ancient horticultural
techniques, adopted cross-culturally, that ensured long-term harvests of wild geo-
phytes. It is hypothesized that even before the full development of agriculture,
humanity's relationship with edible geophytes had already shifted from one of
predation to one of mutualism. Over long periods of time, tillage, selective har-
vesting, and burning had subtle, yet nonetheless profound, ecological impacts at
the species, population, community, and landscape levels within a multitude of

mditterent parts of the

the oldest form of tillaee, one that became
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precursory management technique and the ecological foundation for the develop-

ment of root crop agriculture in some areas. The digging of subterranean plant

parts was traditionally a female responsibility in most North American cultures,

and the role of women in vegetation management in North America has often

been undervalued and underrecorded (Hunn 1981; Hunn and French 1981).

Someof the best evidence for such management comes from California, where
root crops were a staple food in almost every indigenous society. These cultures

utilized fire, the sparing of plants, the replanting of propagules, and other tech-

niques to promote desired densities and to perpetuate high population levels of

certain species. The management of diverse geophytes for food in California has

been selected as an example that suggests the sophistication and complexity of

past resource management systems that probably shaped the ecology of wildlands

in California. This paper provides an overview of the role of geophytes in

California's indigenous subsistence economies, the horticultural practices that were

applied to "wilderness" areas, and the potential associated ecological effects that

might have resulted from them. It then identifies three types of research that are

needed to reconstruct the details of this interaction: ethnobotanical research, ob-

servational studies, and field experiments.

INDIAN USESANDHARVESTINGOFGEOPHYTES

From the northwestern coasts to the southeastern deserts, "root-crops" com-

prised a dietary staple in almost every region of California (Barrett and Gifford

1933; Chesnut 1902; Driver and Massey 1957). The vegetational resources of Cali-

fornia helped sustain some of the highest native population densities in North

America (Heizer and Elsasser 1980). Geophytes were utilized for food, dyes, glues,

medicines, and other purposes (Figures 1, 2), although only food uses are consid-

FIGURE 1. —An unidentified Native FIGURE 2. —A close-up view of the

American couple from California digging medicinal tuber of Lomatiutn calif or nicum.

the tuber of Lomatiutn calif ornicum, probably Photograph taken by J.R Harrington,

used medicinally and ceremonially. courtesy of the Santa Barbara Museumof

Natural History.
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FIGURE 3. —The bulbs of mariposa lilies

(Calochortus spp.) were once eaten by

numerous California Indian tribes.

Photograph by Kat Anderson.

FIGURE4.—The corms of golden brodiaea (Triteleia ixioides) were dug in the central

Miwok. Photograph bv Kat Anderson
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ered here. The most prominent genera that were gathered for their edible under-

ground swollen stems in California included Allium, Brodiaea, Calochortus, Camassia,

Chlorogalum, Dichelostemma, Lilium, Perideridia, Sanicula, and Triteleia (Figures 3, 4).

The harvesting of edible geophytes was accomplished with a hardwood dig-

ging stick, often fire-hardened for additional strength. After European contact,

gatherers began to use a pointed iron bar with a handle, a modern adaptation of

the wooden digging stick (Fowler 1986). The digging of plant parts for food was

generally the task of women, but sometimes communal gathering parties of whole

families were organized to participate in exceptionally important plant harvests

(e.g., the Sierra Miwok; Barrett and Gifford 1933). Tubers and bulbs were (and

continue to be) harvested in the spring before flowering, during flowering, and

during seeding, depending upon species, use, tribe, and individual family. Oral

interviews conducted by myself (Anderson, interview notes, unpublished), Heffner

(1984), and others confirm that some edible underground parts are still harvested

today by some gatherers in various tribes (Figure 5).

FIGURE5.—The delicate-tasting tubers of Sanicula tuberosa are still gathered among the

Miwok
Anderson
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The extreme importance of geophytes in the subsistence economies of native

groups is reflected in their inclusion in lunar calendars, in special ceremonies that

honored these ethnobotanically important plants, and in their mention in the my-
thologies of various tribes (Schulz 1954:60). For example, in the Porno lunar

calendar, the month of butich-da (June) was named for the mature bulbs of a uni-

dentified species in the Brodiaea complex (Kroeber 1925:209). In one Bear River

tale, Coyote leads his grandmother to a place where there are plenty of potatoes;

she takes her digging stick and goes with him and begins digging. According to a

Northeastern Maidu creation story:

"The creator walked upon the new made world, creating living things.... As
he sat resting and eating he took what remained of plants he had been eat-

ing and cast them across the meadows and said that was the place where
Indians would dig roots" (McMillin 1963).

The food offered to early missionaries and explorers frequently consisted of

bulbs of Chlorogalum and corms in the Brodiaea complex (Latta 1977: 65; Kroeber

1925:277). Bulbs were also sometimes recorded as emergency back-up foods dur-

ing lean acorn years (Powers 1877:423).

DECLINING GEOPHYTEPOPULATIONS

A number of the edible geophytes that traditionally have been important in

the subsistence of California Indians are declining in population size and density

in the areas where Indians used to gather them. The Paiute of Surprise Valley in

northeastern California commented in the early 1930's that, "Nowadays there is

little root gathering, one very good reason being that the plants are no longer to be

found ethnographer Gladys Nomland
camas

(Nomland
communication 1988), blue camas used to be more com

mon in the San Francisco Bay area, but is now hard to find. The
in

American settlers, rather than to climatic

exploitation.

Someof the possible factors that have contributed to this decline in numbers
of tubers and bulbs would include livestock grazing; fire suppression, urban de-

velopment, agriculture, introduced weeds, changes in water regimes, and
commercial overexploitation. Furthermore, the recent introduction of feral pigs

{Sus scrofa) to California has undoubtedly created ecological effects on different

ecosystems which have hardly been studied by scientists (Barrett 1990). An over-

abundance of feral pigs, an animal not native to California, may lead to a decrease
in bulb populations, since pigs do not discriminate between bulbs and bulblets,

and intense rooting might decrease the productivity of wild bulbs. Fire suppres-
sion policies that have been enforced for decades in numerous ecosystems also

may have increased shade and plant competition and decreased the population
size of some geophytes. In areas subjected to urban development or agriculture,
bulbs and corms completely disappear; the uprooting caused by plows and trac-
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tors allows them to desiccate in the sun. Perhaps these geophytes can only survive

exposure to moderate amounts of disturbance.

The possibility that the historical levels of rhizome, bulb, tuber, and corm pro-

duction that were achieved at well-known subsistence locations may have been

mediated by human intervention is particularly intriguing (Anderson and Nabhan
1991). Although they did not realize it, the colorful landscapes of California that

so impressed early writers, photographers, horticulturalists, and landscape paint-

ers were essentially edible landscapes. Plagiobothrys spp., Calandrina spp., and

yellow composites were relished for their seeds; Amsinckias were harvested for

their greens; mariposa lilies (Calochortus spp.), blue camas (Camassia quamash),

yampah (Perideridia spp.), and brodiaeas (Dichelostemma spp., Triteleia spp., and

Brodiaea spp.) were dug for their delectable bulbs —and all were harvested in quan-

tities that seem unimaginable today.

According to many ethnographic accounts, bulbs and corms were gathered in

great abundance. Latta (1977:45) stated that among the Yokuts, several varieties of

Brodiaea were dug and "eaten by the ton." The lemon-yellow globe tulip

(Calochortus pulchellus) —which is now rare and endangered —was commonin open

woods and was gathered in "considerable quantity" by the Indians of Mendocino

County (Chesnut 1902:323). Uldall and Shipley (1966) recorded an abundance of

blue camas that was gathered by the Nisenan in the early days.

Traditional gathering sites were visited annually, over long periods of time,

apparently without exhausting the resources (Latta 1977; Gayton 1948; Pilling 1978).

There are also references to gathering tracts that were specifically owned and

maintained by particular families; the Atsegewi, for example, laid claim to par-

ticular patches of edible roots (Kroeber 1925:317). Sometimes a gathering site even

carried the name of the plant that was being gathered. Ket'-en chou was a name
given to a valley in Mendocino County because of the large numbers of Kef-en

(blue camas) plants that occurred and were gathered there by the Wailaki (Chest-

nut 1902:327). One of the brodiaeas was so important to the Wiyot as a food source

that its name was given to both Lindsey Creek and to a camp site near its head

where many of the corms were gathered at certain seasons (Loud 1918:234). These

and similar accounts suggest the abundance and density of geophytes in the places

where they were gathered.

Chestnut (1902:323,329) reported that gathering sites contained up to 200

Ithuriel's spears (Triteleia laxa) per square foot and stated that "great tracts" of

mariposa lilies (Calochortus venustus) grew on open hillsides throughout Mendocino

County and furnished "potatoes" to the Indians. Pedro Font noted in 1776 that

great quantities of soaproot (Chlorogalum pomeridianum) were eaten by the

Hulpumne Yokuts in the Central Valley: "The amole is the food which most

abounds, and the fields along here are full of it" (Latta 1977:65). One would expect

that the continual use of a traditional site over time would cause depletion of the

bulb resources. Thus, this phenomenon of plant abundance at traditional gather-

ing sites suggests that the gathering was judicious and involved management,

and therefore probably had benign or even beneficial effects upon populations of

geophytes.
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GEOPHYTESANDDISTURBANCE

em in California has evolved in

and flooding are some
Lightn

etation. Studies in South Africa, where Mediterranean ecosystems similar to those

found in California exist, have shown that geophytes often thrive in disturbed

environments. Certain geophytes, such as Micranthus spp., have evolved specific

adaptations in response to being a food source for mole rats (Bathyergus and
Crypt omys spp.). Ecological field research has demonstrated that highly palatable

corms are harvested by mole-rats, eaten on route to the burrow, and cached for

later eating. In the process, some of the cormlets sited on the stem above the corm
as well as some of the corm segments are dispersed, thus ensuring the plant's

future existence. Some scientists have, in fact, hypothesized that the species-rich

geophyte vegetation of the western Cape might be partially a result of the activi-

ties of burrowing rodents (Lovegrove and Jarvis 1986).

In California numerous mammals regularly dig up the bulbs, corms, and tu-

bers of herbaceous plants, including black bears (Ursus americanus), mule deer

(Odocoileus hemionus), exotic pigs, and pocket gophers (Thomomys spp.) (Chestnut

1902; De Nevers and Goatcher 1990; Hunt 1992). Many of these geophytes repro-

duce vegetatively through offsets, some of which may be effectively dispersed by
animals while they are in the process of eating the mature, larger corms or bulbs.

Works

two later, "are thicker than they ever were" (Work 1995). The

mutualistic

since

cormlets

and

J.P. Harringt
tually connects the gopher with the spread and abundance of tubers

"Sometimes they [the Karuk] see at some place a lot of Indian potatoes
then they die in under. Behold there are lots underneath... And in the m

them
them in from

some in for his younger
my wife see you when i

came
every place he went; those were the only places where there was

[tubers], the places where he went" arrin

Could Native American digging practices have effectively mimicked the distur-

bance regimes of other mammals? If so, the gathering of geophytes with a digging
stick mayhave been part of a mutualistic relationship, in which both the gatherer and
the plant were symbionts; in other words both benefited. The image of California
Indians as incipient horticulturists conflicts sharply with the old stereotype that was
still in effect and promoted by anthropologist Alfred Kroeber as late as 1961

:
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"As the Indians of California, except for two or three tribes at the south-

eastern border, did not practice agriculture and in fact knew nothing about

it, their situation was very different. Where one gathers wild foods or de-

pends on hunting and fishing, even where the land is fertile and fruitful, it

is obvious that its resources must in time be exhausted. There is no replant-

ing, no restocking, there is no breeding; and so the human population is

bound to scatter out increasingly to find its food" (Kroeber 1961:90).

HORTICULTURALPRACTICES

Ecologists have tended to ignore Native Americans as an ecological force ac-

tively shaping plant communities. However, plant associations are the consequence

of historical processes, and it therefore behooves ecologists and land managers to

elucidate the role of Native Americans as an additional source of disturbance in

the landscape. Early anthropologists created a simple dichotomy in which domes-

ticated plants were seen as "cultivated," while all wild plants were labeled "not

cultivated" (Holmes 1909). Recently scholars such as Ford (1985) and Harris (1989)

have proposed that plant-human interactions in the area of prehistoric food pro-

duction be conceptualized as a continuum, where the focus is upon the diversity

and interrelations of activities by means of which people have, in the past, ex-

ploited both wild and domestic plants and animals. This new perspective

emphasizes a full spectrum of plant species ranging from wild, to cultivated, to

semi-domesticated, to domesticated.

While most California Indian tribes did not practice domesticated agriculture,

they utilized a variety of horticultural techniques —such as burning, pruning, sow-

ing, tilling, and selective harvesting —which nevertheless had ecological effects at

different scales of biological organization. If ethnobiologists could decipher the

ecological principles embedded in these land management systems, it might help

to restore disturbance regimes that maintained particular ecosystem states and

drove biological diversity (Anderson and Moratto 1996). If many geophytes were

adapted to indigenous disturbance regimes, the alteration or removal of those re-

gimes might have caused populations to dwindle.

The disturbance of geophyte populations through small and large mammal
activity, lightning fires, or landslides, probably activates new vegetative repro-

duction, increasing the size and quantity of new bulblets and cormlets. Various

California Indian tribes took advantage of this plant adaptation, using human-

made disturbances such as burning and tillage to stimulate growth in fragments

left after harvesting (Figure 6). Geographer Carl Sauer got it half right when he

called the root digging of native people "unplanned tillage" (Sauer 1967:178). Till-

age is defined as the removal of earth during the harvesting of underground

perennial plant organs (e.g., roots, rhizomes, corms, bulbs), often followed by the

subsequent dividing of these organs and the leaving of individual fragments in

the soil (Anderson and Moratto 1996). Tillage may have resulted in the enhance-

ment of certain plants, both in quality and in numbers. The digging of edible

underground parts also may have "thinned" the resource, separating smaller in-

dividuals and activating their growth, thus increasing the size of the tract, aerating
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Blue Dicks
(Dichelostemma capitatum)

NATURAL
DISTURBANCE

Lightning

Fires

Landslides

INDIGENOUS
DISTURBANCE

Tillage

FIGURE6.—It is hypothesized that indigenous burning and scattering of the small
offsets while digging for bulbs and tubers closely mimicked natural disturbance regimes
with which geophytes coevolved.

germination
competition, and preparing

make
millennia •were

continue to be planned tillag e. There were, in fact, five major types
ties that were designed to ensure future bulb and corm
replanting of bulblets or cormlets; (2) the sparing of whole plants; (3) harvesting
after plants had gone to seed; (4) burning selected areas; and (5) irrigation. Today,
for example, some individuals of the North Fork Mono and Chukchansi Yokuts
tribes separate the smallest bulbs of wild onions and rebury them to insure that
more will grow next year. At least one person of Yokuts and Western Mono de-

row into new
terview notes, unpublished). When

in the ground (And

some Wukchumni Yokuts in Tulare County and

s the "babies" toremov
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The deliberate management of geophyte populations has been documented
to some extent in the historical literature. Peri and Patterson (1979) reported that

the Cloverdale and Dry Creek Porno cultivated "root-crops" by loosening the earth

with their digging sticks, which mixed surface nutrients into the ground, improved

drainage and allowed a better absorption of moisture during the growing season;

thus, the growth and abundance of bulbs and corms were enhanced. The Cahuilla

Indians in southern California gathered the mature corms of blue dicks but were

careful to replant the cormlets (Bean and Saubel 1972). The Yurok, Hupa, and

Tolowa who still harvest the bulbs of Lilium spp. in northwestern California, selec-

tively harvest the biggest bulbs, replanting small bulbs for later harvesting (Heffner

1984). The Northern Maidu people purposefully left some plants of wild carrot

(Perideridia spp.) and camas to ensure future production (Potts 1977). The Luiseno

in southern California transplanted certain tubers, as well as bulbous plants such

as Allium spp. (Shipek 1977). J. P. Harrington recorded in his field notes that the

Chumash on Santa Rosa Island gathered the corms of blue dicks after the plants

had died back, taking only the corms and leaving the seedheads behind, thus en-

suring that seed remained at the site (Timbrook 1993:56). The Owens Valley Paiute

* *

.W

**

FIGURE 7. Wintu

Charles and Billy George, digging for yampah (Perideridia spp.). Photo courtesy of the

Santa

burned by different tribes to recycle nutrients, decrease plant competition, encourage the

growth of yampah, and keep surrounding vegetation from encroaching.
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Nevada; a number

eluding

productivity

m
were burned to reduce plant competition, facilitate gathering

increase the size and number of bulbs and tubers (Figure 7)

Bulbs may lie dormant for a decade or more
environmental conditions before flowering.

in

ern California "for the purpose of collecting aniseed [very likely Perideridia spp.]

with greater ease/' Baxley, during a visit to Yosemite Valley in the 1860s, witnessed

such an indigenous fire: "Areas of haukau [unidentified species] were fired in

Yosemite Valley by the Miwok for the purpose of clearing the ground to more

supply of these 'sweet potato roots'" (Baxley 1865).winter

Wintu that, "Where
row //

Porno
increase the production of bulbs and corms. The Chumash, Miwok, Western Mono,
and Porno burned certain areas in the fall of the year to promote the growth of

edible bulbs, reduce plant competition, and keep woody vegetation from encroach-

ing (Lewis 1993). Today, at least one elder of Chukchansi Yokuts/ Miwok descent

in the Sierra Nevada recalls burning areas for "wild potatoes'
7

(Perideridia spp.

and Sanicula spp.) in August or September in ponderosa pine forests and mead-

make
and more plentiful. Two Western Mono

autumn to increase the numbers
Sanicula tuberosa (Anderson, interview notes, unpublished).

One of the indigenous peoples' motivations in setting frequent fir

mixed coniferous forests of the Sierra Nevada was probably to promote t

sity, density, and abundance of many kinds of geophytes. Some of tl

tuberous and bulbous plants that grow in open forests, and which mi
benefited from light surface fires, include Sanicula bipinnatifida, Sanicula

Miwok
Maidu

Miwok and the Tubatulabal

erra Miwok and the Maidu (Anderson, interview
Gifford 1933; Duncan 1963:60; Powers 1877:424).

REGIONALPATTERNSOFGEOPHYTEUSE

time
fleeted not only cultural adaptations relating to choices of foods, but an
understanding of plant adaptations to natural disturbance regimes as well. Com-
parative analyses of plant uses between tribes may reveal repetitive patterns of

utilization of specific plant species across linguistic boundaries and between geo-

graphic regions. Species that were commonly managed over large geographic areas

could be investigated further to discover details about former indigenous distur-
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bance regimes and al

modified ecosystem

em
imes, it may in turn be possible to elucidate the ecological or cultural

iystem states. By managing

ystem states it may
in turn will attract wildlife that would thrive in the alten

ecies that was commonlv exploited for its edible corm
While

m
gists often did not identify blue dicks to the species level
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FIGURE 8.—California map showing the widespread use of one geophyte species, blue

dicks (Dichelostemma capitatum), that crosses linguistic and geographic boundaries.
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them under the generic term "Brodiaeas". Blue dicks were once categorized in the

genus Brodiaea, at a time when many anthropologists were conducting their eth-

nobotanical research, and they were usually identified by systematists as Brodiaea

capitata or Brodiaea pulchella. Therefore, the map (Figure 8) indicates tribes where
utilization is inferred because the ethnographer only recorded the commonname,
or identified plants at the genus, but not species level.

If the same plant species was used by many cultural groups, as was the case

with blue dicks, it may mean that the utilization was an ancient one—as the diffu-

sion and adoption of a specific plant use across cultures takes time. Even more
importantly, the wide utilization may point to a species that gains a reproductive

advantage when managed by humans, making it an extremely attractive, sustain-

able food source, and partially explaining its adoption by many different societies.

Harvesting and manipulating plant populations in certain ways created predict-

able ecological outcomes that enabled humans to increase the concentration of

plant resources, and thereby intensify their resource use in defined areas.

POTENTIALECOLOGICALEFFECTS

Species level —Through human
may have undergone genetic change. It is now recognized

amounts of time
human selection, as in the case of devil's claw (Proboscidea parviflora), a recently

domesticated and diffused Native American crop (Nabhan and Rea 1987). The
excavation of plants with vegetative reproductive parts and the replanting of such

well

human harvesting regimes. Human
mature corms and bulbs that produced the ereatest number of cormlets

because by intentionally replanting them
were

remaining completely intact —with all roots and vegetative structures —or that

?ly reduced in numbers in the p
The potential linkage between

extirpated

ant

species has not been sufficiently studied for edible underground swollen stems.

However, the low variability in particular populations of Camassia quamash in Cali-

fornia, for example, may be due to the selective harvesting practices of different

tribes (Susan D'Alcamo, personal communication 1997). 2 One potentially fruitful

avenue of future research might involve a comparison of the morphological and
in

tribe

management

level —The numbers
through human intervention. A regime

burning not only augmented useful plant parts but in many cases increased

enn
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extremely small, and tribes required large quantities for consum

aee. eatherine sites were probably managed for high population

plants were therefore encouraged to grow in a clumped or aggregated pattern.

Dense populations of plant species at known collection sites would significantly

reduce labor costs and eliminate the uncertainty and time involved in a random or

haphazard search for useful plants in the landscape.

Community level —Vegetation dominated by coniferous forest was often man-

aged for maximum vertical structural complexity, which heightened biodiversity

and encouraged a variety of geophytes to grow in the understory The forests of

California were manipulated to create areas with a tree, shrub, and herbaceous

physiognomy, giving the forests a layered effect. The herbaceous component of

these plant communities was extremely important, and it was carefully managed

to provide foods, as well as basketry, cordage, and medicinals (Anderson, inter-

view notes, unpublished). The growth of small trees and brush thickets was

discouraged bv means of frequent burning, and sometimes bv hand weeding

rning in

diameter

in many
maximum

impoverished in in part due to the small numbe
extreme

ering
//

Periodic burning occurred within many other plant community types, creat-

ing large and small openings that favored populations of desired plant species.

An emphasis was placed on encouraging many sun-loving plants. The spatial ef-

fect of encouraging specific populations of plant species to grow at numerous

patchiness," with plant species in varying

(S occurring within more homogeneous, naturally-occurring plant

community types. Studies of chaparral, oak woodland, and coniferous forest com-

munities have shown that geophyte species richness after fire or other disturbances

reaches its maximumvalues within a few years and then dwindles as the shrub or

forest canopy closes (Keeley 1981; Spies and Franklin 1989). Previous studies have

emphasized the fact that shade-intolerant plants are the most useful in terms of

indigenous needs (Lewis 1993; Reynolds 1959). The result of regular, light-surface

burning was maximal biodiversity.

Landscape level— Landscapes can be viewed as mosaics of ecosystems, gener-

ated by disturbance (Pickett 1976). Native Americans complemented natural

processes and introduced systematic disturbance in order to maximize plant com-

munity diversity. They recognized that each plant community type harbored a

unique array of plant and animal species and that some plant community types,

while covering small land surface areas, harbored extremely useful and varied

plant life. These communities were maintained in a holding pattern rather than

being allowed to succeed naturally into a new plant community type. Some ex-

amples of special plant community types that contained abundant geophytes and

were burned to maintain and in some cases expand their extent would be valley

grasslands, montane meadows, and coastal prairies (Anderson 1993).
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PROPOSEDMETHODSFORRECONSTRUCTINGINDIAN-GEOPHYTE
RELATIONSHIPS

A full understanding and explication of wild plant production systems will be

achieved only through the development of a better rapprochement between the so-

cial, historical, and biological sciences than presently exists (Blackburn and Anderson

1993). It would require the sustained and cooperative efforts of scholars using both

human- and land-centered avenues of research. Human-centered approaches would

involve ethnobotanical studies which record the uses, storage, preparation, manu-
facturing, gathering methods, and management techniques employed with wild

species, through interviews and participant observation. The actual monitoring and

detailed analysis of the dynamics of plant production sites, the simulation of these

techniques through a series of experiments, the study of the natural history of the

wild species, and the potential application of this information to modern wildland

management, all comprise facets of a more land-centered approach. These different

approaches are explained more fully below.

Ethnobotanical studies. —More ethnographic studies of native peoples that ex-

plore the multidimensionality of traditional ecological knowledge with respect to

one focal plant species are needed. Native people are the repositories of genera-

tions of keen observation and diligent experimentation that has finely tuned their

relationships with nature. In some cases indigenous people are still practicing na-

tive plant management adjacent to their homes. Such studies entail interviewing

Native Americans in a cultural context, usually at their homes. Questions are pre-

sented in a non-technical language, yet are still designed to elicit detailed responses

that provide cultural information about the plant's manipulation that is related to

perceived biological and ecological outcomes. This information, if detailed enough,

will be useful to the fields of plant ecology and conservation biology Harvesting

and management information, for example, should be collected with regard to

such environmental variables as season, frequency, intensity, scale, and pattern of

disturbance. Cultural objectives for harvesting and management—such as recy-

cling nutrients, decreasing insect pests, increasing fruit production, or removing
accumulated dead material— need to be meticulously recorded.

Assembling a reference collection of slides, photographs, and herbarium speci-

mens of plants for consultant identification and recall of harvesting, management
and use information is extremely helpful in substantiating and enriching informa-

tion gained from oral interviews. In addition to interviews, it is important to view
native consultants in different situations, such as out in the field in direct contact

with nature. Often sites are chosen for special environmental conditions including

level of light, moisture, plant associations, soils, and elevation. Recording these

site criteria demonstrates the finely-grained distinctions Native Americans make
in their selection of suitable areas for plant collection.

Observational studies. —The natural history of most native plant species is not

well known. According to the eminent biologist E.O. Wilson, the biodiversity in

our temperate forests, for example, is fragile and still poorly understood (Wilson

1993). Therefore, observational studies that give the researcher solid information
about a plant's life history characteristics, pollination ecology, seed dispersers,

and other essential aspects of the species' biology and ecology are a very impor-
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tant complement to ethnobotanical research. Additionally, such studies ii

gate the environmental conditions under which the plant grows, such as soil

moisture regimes, plant associations, slope, aspect, and light requirements

'.xneriments

.

—Once enoueh descriptive information i<Greenhouse and field experiments. —Once enough descriptive

able about harvesting and management strategies for geophytes, and observational

studies have been conducted to learn about the natural history of the species, this

information would form a basis for the design of experiments which would em-

pirically test the effects of various gathering and horticultural techniques

(specifically tillage, burning, and cormlet replanting) on the growth and produc-

tivity of particular native plants, as well as on biodiversity and habitat heterogeneity

in specific geographic regions (Figure 9). The experimental approach has the ad-

indige

d/or hypotheses relating

communities

They require quantitative data which are subjected to appropriate analyses to test

d/
term

periments carefully designed and constrained

effects with reasonable confidence.

Plant Species
of Interest

ETHNOBOTANICAL

STUDIES

(cultural

context)

• Cultural objectives tor management

• Harvesting variables

• Horticultural techniques

• Methods of preparation and storage

• Plant uses

• Rules for resource use

OBSERVATIONAL

STUDIES

(biological

context)

• Habitat requirements

• Life history characteristics

• Plant-animal interactions

• Plant-pathogen interactions

• Plant-plant interactions

GREENHOUSE

ANDFIELD

EXPERIMENTS

ibioeultural context)

Experimental harvests ana"

meamrements ot ecological

effects

• Introduction of management

tsdMiques ami measurements

ol ecological effects

OUTCOMES

•Sensitive policies on harvesting

of wild species

• Guidelines far ottimal plant harvest

and management rtfimes that

stmitaneoustv meet cultural needs

and testa i the resource base

• Restoration ef ecosystems

FIGURE 9. i to reconstruct the details of

lytes. The descriptive and

ethnobioloeists, and natural history

information
hypotheses

plant

and
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CONCLUSIONS

The cultivation of geophytes by burning, sparing plants, replanting of

propagules, and harvesting after seeding has been an important element in com-
prehensive indigenous land management systems that have been in place for

millennia, and that have encompassed many California wildland areas. Indigenous

women, as the major plant harvesters, played a substantial role in shaping
California's landscapes, producing ecological consequences at several levels of

biological organization. It is hypothesized that women's tillage activities mim-
icked the natural disturbances with which geophytes coevolved, and that women
played an ecological role that is now absent from many wildlands, where Native

Americans usually can no longer harvest and manage plants. Their management
systems need to be studied and described through ethnobotanical research; then

interpreted and experimentally mimicked to elucidate indigenous disturbance

regimes and ecological effects. A logical outgrowth of these studies would be the

restoration of ecosystems with all of their former biological diversity, as well as

the development of sensitive policies regarding sustainable wild harvesting (Ander-

son 1996; Figure 9). Some areas would greatly benefit from the reintroduction of

management and harvesting regimes that authentically mimic ancient indigenous
interactions.

NOTES

1 Roger Raiche, Horticulturist, U.C. Botanic Garden, 200 Centennial Drive, Berkeley, CA
94720.

2 Susan D'Alcamo, Coordinator of Public Programs, Jepson Herbarium, 1001 Valley Life

Sciences Building, 2465, University of California, Berkeley, CA94720-2465.
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